Backtracking and investigating alternative scenarios are a integral parts of exploratory data analysis. Yet today's interfaces cannot represent alternative exploration paths as a branching history, forcing the user to recognize conceptual branch points in a linear history. Further, the interface can only show information from one state at a time, forcing users to rely on memory to compare scenarios. Our system includes a tree-structured visualization for navigating across time and scenarios. The visualization also allows browsing the history and selectively undoing/redoing events within a scenario or across scenarios. It uses the AI formalism of contexts to maintain multiple, possibly mutually inconsistent, knowledge base states. Cross-context formulas can be written for explicit scenario comparison, including visualizations of scenario differences.
Introduction
When I stopped using a mechanical typewriter and started using a word processor I marveled at its ability to rub out characters. With today's powerful computers it is possible to record all the actions performed through the user interface for a wide variety of applications. Yet current interfaces limit the usefulness of all this recorded information to little more than electronic white-out. One can reconstruct previous states by undoing multiple actions. With selective undo it is also possible to reach novel states by redoing only a subset of actions performed from some previous state. This is like deleting a character in a word processor other than the one most recently typed. I am no longer so impressed.
We would like to go beyond the mindset of using recorded information to fix mistakes. Perhaps we can infer the user's intentions, or link interface actions to a broader range of related events similar in time or topic. In the context of Exploratory Data Analysis systems, we can treat the record of the exploration process as a dataset itself. This may benefit the analyst in remembering a train of thought, or by providing high level summaries of progress. It may also be used to familiarize coworkers with recent progress, for training students, or for presentations of results and justifications to management.
Our research group is pursuing a range of research into the uses of electronically captured experience. Hill and Hollan [1] were perhaps the first to point out the rich uses for history recording in a user interface. Programming-by-demonstration is an entire field based on this idea. In this paper, we focus on the idea that the data exploration process is not characterized by monotonic progress towards a goal, but rather involves much backtracking and opportunistic goal revision. An undo interface where actions are modeled as a linear sequence fails to capture this structure. A system that recognizes the structure and presents it visually potentially offers better support to the analyst for the purposes mentioned above. The same structure supports analyses that explicitly consider multiple alternative possibilities. Users of simulation packages often create such sets of scenarios by varying input parameters for multiple simulation runs.
In the next section we more fully describe previous undo models and our alternative "time travel" conception. We offer a principled architecture for capturing user actions and representing application states as contexts. We then describe the particular data exploration environment that our time travel interface runs in. The interface is based on a tree-structured visualization of scenario branching structure and also shows the actions performed in the current scenario. An example is given to illustrate its use. We then discuss capturing user intention along with actions and the improvement to selective redo this provides. Finally we present related work. scenarios, the user must rely on memory or make a copy of the system in different states [5] . There is no way to write a formula that computes the difference in profitability of two scenarios with either the undo method or the copy method. And no previous system can create the interest rate vs. profit graph mentioned above.
In Artificial Intelligence, contexts are used as a convenient way to allow a single database at a single time to capture multiple states of a system. Each context must be self-consistent, but different contexts need not be mutually consistent.
Using formulas that mention contexts explicitly, it is possible to compare quantities in different contexts, as in the Situation Calculus [6] .
A major advantage of the context approach is that it is largely invisible to the underlying domain model. Formulas encoding domain constraints usually hold across all contexts, and need not mention context explicitly. For instance, profit is defined the same way in all contexts in terms of revenue and cost. The formula is always evaluated in a specific context, which provides values for the variables revenue and cost. The formula profit = revenue -cost implicitly stands for a schema that applies in all contexts 
Visage and Information-Centricity
Before describing the context model and time travel interface, for concreteness we describe the operations that support exploration within scenarios. By capturing these operations, we can support time travel. We used the Visage data visualization system [7] , developed jointly by CMU and Maya Design Group. Visage is an information-centric [8] user interface environment for data exploration and for creating interfaces to data-intensive applications. Domain data objects are represented as first class interface objects that can be manipulated using a common set of basic operations, such as drill-down and roll-up, drag-and-drop, copy, and dynamic scaling. These operations are universally applicable across the environment, whether graphical objects appear in a hierarchical table, a map, a slide show, a query, or other application user interface.
These containers are called frames. A frame is analogous to a window in other systems, and serves to visually organize logically related information. The most salient difference between windows and frames is that the latter can be nested. done to allow multiple remote users to share information and visualizations. We capitalize on the explicit interface representation to reconstruct multiple contexts.
Three of Visage's extensional query operations are used in this paper: A user can navigate from the visual representation of any database object to other related objects. For instance in Figure 1 (1), the user has navigated from an army corps unit to its subordinate units. Graphical objects may be brushed [9] with a choice of colors, in which case graphical objects in all visualizations representing the same data object are colored identically. This kind of coordination enables the user to see correlations among more variables than can be encoded in a single visualization. In this paper, brushing is only used as a selection mechanism. In Figure 1 
Branching Time Model
An exploration session begins in some initial database state. The analyst will explore for a while, and then backtrack and try an alternative scenario. Additional scenarios can branch off of the main trunk, or any previous branch scenario. We consider every tree branch to be a distinct scenario, and branches are created every time the user backtracks in time and performs new operations, as discussed in Section 6. Each scenario has a name, which is initially generated automatically.
The root is labeled 1, followed by 1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, etc. Users are encouraged to change the scenario names to something meaningful. The x-coordinate in this tree visualization represents time, and is labeled below the timeline.
A context is a <scenario, time> pair. Each time an update is made to the database, it happens in exactly one context. To organize the contexts into a tree, lifting rules are defined so that assertions made in one context affect other contexts [10] . Our only lifting rule is the following: The propositions that hold in a context are those that result from starting in the initial database state, traversing the unique path to the context and performing each recorded update. Note that some of these operations will have been done at an earlier time in the same scenario, while others will have been done in a parent scenario.
Archer [11] calls this semantics for selective undo the "script model."
In order to implement contexts in Visage, we added an additional argument, context, to each database call. We modified the most general frame type to deal with contexts, so all frames inherit the capability. Any frame can be explicitly assigned a context. This can be done with the time travel interface or programmatically. If a frame has not been assigned an explicit context, it inherits that of its parent frame. The top-level frame always has the context <1, now>, that is, the root scenario and the current time. "Now" is a special symbol that may be used instead of an absolute time and is reevaluated each time it is accessed. When an interface object sends a message to query or update the database, its parent frame handles the message and adds its associated context before calling the database function.
The propositions that hold in <1, now> are cached. For all other contexts, a database query involves walking backward from that context until an answer is found. This implementation does not impose a penalty unless the user is time traveling, in which case the cost of querying is linear in the number of database updates. The CSpace project, which is developing sublinear algorithms for querying multiple versions of documents and data, demonstrated fast response given 10,000 versions about 500,000 objects [12] . If applied to Visage this would amount to 10,000 reachable contexts, where each interface event would require one context.
A changeContext command was added to the database API. When a frame changes its context, its appearance must reflect the new state. It is given a package of updates optimized to include only true differences between the old and new contexts, rather than every update that occurred on the path between them. For instance, if a bar chart is created and then deleted, the containing frame will not have to waste time repeating those operations. The frame processes the changes just as it does for real-time updates. The complexity of this operation is also linear in the number of database updates.
Finally, a holdsIn operator was added to the attribute definition language to allow explicit control of context. Consider a base interest rate scenario of 4.0%, which we want to compare with several other scenarios. We can define
The new attribute will have the appropriate value in each context. showing the events described in Figure 1 . The annotations above events correspond to the numbers in Figure 1 . By default, Visage creates events for drag, navigation, and brushing operations. In addition, the user can create events with explicit begin and end gestures. In Figure 2 , the user has grouped some related low-level events with a manually created event labeled "Locate high supply units." An event is always considered a subevent of the lowest level current event. All events in an exploration session will be descendents of the event "Visage session." Thus hierarchical events are created automatically. Figure 1 to a point just after the first navigation event. Scenario-based time travel navigation can be accomplished by clicking anywhere on the tree, or by dragging the slider anywhere on the tree. Alternatively, chronological time travel can be accomplished by dragging the slider on the timeline below the scenario tree. The system then chooses the scenario that was active at that real time. The active scenario is defined to be the one in which the most recent database update was made. Tight coupling between the context tree and chronological sliders maintains consistent positions no matter which one is dragged.
Time Travel Interface

Acting in Time
User actions performed in a context whose time is "now" are recorded in the current scenario and time-stamped with the real time. In the more complicated case, the user moves a slider to a context in the past before taking an action. In that case a new scenario is created and the context is set to <new scenario, now> before the action is performed. Thus operations are always performed in the present. This avoids problems that may arise when temporally extended events are selectively redone. The events might overlap other events in the dragged-to scenario, or might extend into the future. It also avoids any possibility of time travel paradoxes. However the fact that we never change the past of any scenario, instead creating new ones, also avoids these paradoxes. In addition, all information about history and branching are recorded in <1, now>, and all TimeTravel interfaces operate in this context. If the interface changed its own context, it would be impossible to use it to time travel to other scenarios.
In Figure 3 , the user has performed an alternate navigation from the state shown in Figure 2 , showing the subordinates of the 22 nd Division rather than the 53 rd Division. Since this new operation is performed in the past, a new branch, labeled 1.1 is created. It becomes the current branch, and is shown in black. Other branches are shown in gray. The line width shows which scenario was active at a given time. Only the events performed in the current branch are visible. Line widths and events shown are updated on mouse release. A previous version of the TimeTravel interface rearranged tree branches so that the current branch was always on top, next to its events. However testing showed that this confused users.
<Insert Figure 3 about here.>
Selective redo is performed by drag-and-drop. Any subset of events can be selected and a copy dragged to any point on the context tree. In Figure 4 , the user has traveled back to the first branch, in order to see its events. The user selects "Locate High Supply Units" and drags it to "now" in branch 1.1 (arrow).
<Insert Figure 4 about here.>
If the event had been dropped in the past, a new branch would have been created. Since it is dropped "now," the database updates that occurred during the event are applied directly in 1.1 (see Figure 5 ). In either case, the timestamp recorded for the updates is the current real time. Then any updates that follow the drop point in the dropped-on scenario (and any later branches off this scenario) would be applied, also timestamped with the real time. Since replaying each event takes finite time, the timestamps of successive events differ slightly. Thus the temporal order is maintained, although the quantitative relationships are lost. This sacrifice is made so that formally all updates happen "now," even though conceptually we are Object identity is shared by all contexts, and it is always possible to make arbitrary database updates. An object that "does not exist" in a context simply has no attributes there. However, with selective undo/redo, some database updates may not have a useful effect. In the "Locate high supply units" example, the dragged event would have no useful effect because it operates on the units in the 53 rd Division. Thus nothing would be brushed or dragged using simple replay of database updates.
Inferring Intention
By inferring the user's intention we can do a better job of replaying events in a different scenario. We now describe the two simple heuristics we use to infer user intention and generalize recorded events.
Visage's basic operations of brushing, drag-and-drop, and navigation record information about how the user performed the operation, as well as the low-level database updates that result. For navigation and dragging, the brushing color of the dragged object is recorded along with the identity of the object and the source and target frames. If the object has no brushing color, replay of the event is applied to the same object. Otherwise, the object identity is ignored and the event is applied to any objects in the source frame with the recorded brushing color.
In general we try to use very simple heuristics like this that the user can readily understand and predict. Not only are they a natural interpretation of the user's intention, but the user can purposely use them to signal intention. Associating colors with macro arguments is such a cheap operation that we hope users will get in the habit of using it automatically. More intrusive interfaces for recording intention at execution time are rarely used.
In Visage, brushing is accomplished either by clicking on a single object or with a bounding box around multiple objects.
In the former case, we offer no heuristics for inferring intention. In the latter case we infer that the intention is to include any objects that would fall in this region of the visualization. For instance the horizontal extent of the bounding box in the bar chart of Figure 1 extends from 150 tons to 1800 tons, so we infer that the intention is to pick out objects whose supply weight falls in this range. Since the box extends above and below the range of the y-axis, we infer that the user does not intend to take the name attribute into account when choosing which objects to brush. Again, we hope that this distinction is so transparent that the user will get in the habit of purposely drawing bounding boxes that include the whole y-axis range, even if a smaller box would enclose all the same objects for the data in the current scenario.
Having used bounding boxes to select objects (Figure 1) , the selectively redone event in Figure 4 is replayed at the level of intentional brushing and dragging. Thus the user has successfully used the exploration sequence performed on the 53 rd Division to see an identical analysis of the 22 nd Division. Copying the manually created high-level event "Locate High Supply
Units" to the new scenario would be a useful additional feature.
Future Work
Temporal Domains
When exploring temporal domains, it is convenient to have the environment transparently perform the temporal reasoning.
For instance, when planning budgets over several years, one may want updates to one year to propagate to succeeding years until explicitly changed. Encoding defaults like this using spreadsheet macros would vastly complicate the model. Further, the time travel interface is much easier to use than anything that could be programmed into the spreadsheet.
Using contexts for both undo and domain time travel requires two distinct times to be recorded for each database update: 
Superimposed Contexts
In some situations it would be useful to visualize a range of contexts simultaneously. For instance the scatterplot of quarterly profit over all the interest rate scenarios mentioned in Section 2 shows the predicted range that can be expected. The scatterplot expects to show one plot point for each budget object that it is told to display. But there is only one budget object in the whole database, whose attributes change with time and scenario.
In situations like this it is easier to reason about reified states of objects. On an as-needed basis, we would create temporal subabstraction [13] objects like Q3_budget_4%scenario. These objects would have fixed profit values in all contexts. Many such objects could then be displayed simultaneously in the plot chart. Any applicable database update to the budget object would be reflected in the temporal subabstraction. Updates to the temporal subabstraction are just a shortcut for updating the budget object in Q3, 4%scenario.
Learning Histories [17] extend the interface of Lifelines to physical simulation programs where undo and modification is possible. In their example, training operators when to turn on and off valves to a vacuum pump, the relative timing between events is crucial. When modifying the history, the original timestamps are therefore maintained. Branching histories are not supported. It would be interesting to combine maintaining timestamps with branching history.
Meng et al [18] visualize a linear sequence of snapshots showing the resulting state after each interface event. The user chooses an event to undo/redo from the visualization, rather than from a text menu. The most interesting contribution is the ability to filter the visualization to only show events that affect a specific object. The user can also "flash" all the events of a certain type, such as create, move, or change color. These capabilities make it easier to find the desired event to undo.
Although not specifically designed to support these filtering and selection operations, the Time Travel interface intrinsically provides this capability. As in any Visage frame, Dynamic Query [19] widgets can be added and set to filter the interface events by type. A visual query [20] linking events to their history objects would allow DQ filtering to display only events having at least one history object mentioning a given domain object. Events from the TimeTravel interface could even be copied and dragged to a scatterplot organizing them by, say, frame and event type as well as filtered by time. Then a selected subset could be dragged back to a point on the context tree to effect selective redo.
Collagen
Collagen shares our goal of enabling "better support for the intentional level of human-computer interaction, especially as it unfolds over time" [21] . Their approach is based on discourse theory, and provides a higher-level view of user interaction than the basic operations described here. We have the infrastructure to construct hierarchical histories, but not the discourse and domain modeling necessary to extract structure with minimal user involvement. Testing has shown that it is difficult for users to relate the atomic operations shown in the TimeTravel interface to their intentions. Adding intelligence like
Collagen's is a promising means for bridging this gap. Collagen's history structure is limited to hierarchies of predefined recipes, and is displayed using indented text. Users can revisit previous recipe instantiations and achieve their goals in a different way. Then subsequent recipe instantiations can be replayed to adapt to the changed context. This is more flexible than non-selective undo, but still restricted by the fixed hierarchical structure. Changing the structure loses the history information. Branching scenarios are not supported.
Contributions
Visage's time travel implementation combines ideas from diverse research areas in a new way. Like CSpace it manages a branching version structure. Using the formalism of contexts, it goes beyond the ability to be "in" any of the versions: the holdsIn operator allows analytical comparisons across contexts as well. Different Visage frames can be in different contexts, so visual comparison is also easy. Since context-specific updates are captured automatically by a layer built on top of the database, Visage is the first system to support undo without requiring application developers to write explicit undo methods
Visage includes the first visualization-based interface to a branching scenario structure, using ideas from the non-branching timelines of TimeScape, Interlocus, LifeLines, and Chimera. It is the first to use drag-and-drop selective undo/redo for easy manipulation of multiple events at once. Due to the universal applicability of Visage's basic operations, sophisticated filtering and selection of events to undo is intrinsic.
Figure Captions
Figure 1 Illustration of direct manipulation operations in Visage. 1) Navigate (drill down) from an Army corps to its four constituent divisions (first level of indentation). 2) Navigate from 53rd mechanized division to its constituent brigades. These are then selected using brushing with a bounding box, and 3) a copy is dragged to the bar chart, where the same units are represented in a different way, showing the weight of their supplies. 4) The units requiring the most supplies are selected with a bounding box, and a copy is dragged to the map. 
